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Visible

Call for workshop contributions 
and Save the Date for the conference

Transforming Social Norms among 
Boys & Men for Gender Justice in 
Practice

DATE AND PLACE
Thursday 16th of February 2017 / 09:00 – 17:00
Kuben Vocational Arena, Oslo, Norway



Program Chair: Hedda Hakvåg
Hakvåg is an advisor at Reform – Resource Centre for 
Men, Norway

Panel: The voices of young male activists 
Three personal accounts of commitments to gender 
equality from the Nordic countries. 

Keynote: Thomas Walle 
Walle has investigated masculinities among migrant 
men. His PhD on Pakistani men in Oslo (2010), argued 
for a strategic decoupling of ethnicity from gender in 
research. Walle was member of the Equality 
Commission (2010-2012), delivering two Official Reports 
on gender equality in Norway, and he has later criticized 
the government for non-action. In his current work he 
curates exhibitions at Norsk Folkemuseum were 
concepts of gender, class and nation are central. His 
latest concern has been that of unspoken privilege 
based on gender and class.

Panel: How to engage migrant men for 
gender equality?
Men make up approximately two-thirds of the refugees 
arriving in Europe and the Nordic countries since the 
start of 2015. The majority of these men are also young 
and unmarried. The male face of immigration has been 
part of the heated public debates in the Nordic 
countries, but is not reflected in the integration policies. 
New examples of how NGOs deal with gender when 
working with refugee and immigrant men will be 
presented and discussed in the panel.

End comment: Professor Jeff Hearn
Jeff Hearn has been involved in anti-sexist and 
profeminist activity and activism since the late 1970s, 
along with work on policy development in Europe, for 
example, anti-violence work, and in the EU Study on 
the Role of Men in Gender Equality report 2013. He has 
researched and published widely, most recently Men of 
the World: Genders, Globalizations, Transnational 
Times, 2015; and Men’s Stories for a Change: Ageing 
Men Remember, with the Older Men’s Memory Work 
Group, 2016. He is one of the founder members of 
Profeminist men, Finland.

Preliminary
Program



The social norms and practices of boys and men in the Nordic countries have major impact on the lives of men 
themselves, their families, and communities. The aim of the conference is to share and spread knowledge on how 
to work practically with boys and men to stop violence against girls, women, and others. The aim is also to exchan-
ge and develop knowledge on other practical issues in working with boys and men. 

We therefore invite activists, organizations, campaigns, and services that works with boys and men or have boys 
and men as recipients of their communications. This includes organizations working for the rights of women, 
children, and LGBTI-persons, human rights and social justice organizations, and NGOs, politicians, and engaged 
individuals. 

The focus will be on gender justice in the Nordic region, and the specific national and local contexts that need to 
be taken into account. At the same time, there are issues and experiences that need to be shared and discussed 
across Europe and globally. Participants from the Nordic region, Europe, and beyond are all welcome!

Call for 
Workshop 
Contributions
The conference is organized into four workshops. The 
workshops raise themes that are of particular interest 
to one or several of the organizers of the conference. 
Do you have a practice you want to share or discuss? 
Do you have input you want to give? Please contact one 
of the persons in charge.

W1: Engage boys and men in anti-violence 
efforts
The campaign FattaMan [Get it man], talking with boys 
and men about sexual consent and abusive acts, is one 
of the practices that will be discussed.
Contacts: Men for Gender Equality, luis.lineo@mfj.se  
Dare Gender, Henriette Hojberg, hh@daregender.dk

W2: Engage boys and men in care work
Different practical measures targeting boys and men to 
do occupational care work will be shared and discussed 
under this point.
Contacts: Center for Gender Equality, Tryggvi Hall-
grímsson, tryggvi@jafnretti.is Reform – Resource 
Centre for Men, ole@reform.no 

W3: Expanding the ideals of gender
Examples on how to expand ideals of gender. How to 

counteract norms of being a boy or man that are often 
harmful, negative, and unrealistic?
Contacts: Boys’ House,  kimmo.saastamoinen@poi-
kientalo.fi; Center for Gender Equality, Tryggvi Hall-
grímsson, tryggvi@jafnretti.is

W4: The 3rd Global symposium for men and 
Gender Equality 2019
How can the Nordic MenEngage Alliance organize the 
next Global Symposium, with the support and joint 
leadership of MenEngage Alliance Global Secretariat 
and Board? The 2nd MenEngage Global Symposium in 
New Delhi in 2014 attracted over 1,200 people from 63 
countries.
Contacts: Profeminist Men, Finland, bert.bjarland@
gmail.com Men Engage Global Secretariat, Laxman 
Belbase, laxman@menengage.org

Other themes
The conference will also find space for short 
presentations outside the scope of the 
above-mentioned themes. 
Contacts: Reform – Resource Centre for Men, Ole 
Nordfjell, ole@reform.no Men Engage Global 
Secretariat, Laxman Belbase, 
laxman@menengage.org



The Making the Invisible Visible conference is hosted by 
Reform - Resource Centre for Men, Norway. 

The conference has received funding from The Nordic 
Council of Ministers through the Nordic Gender Equality 
Fund.

Making the Invisible Visible is organized by members 
and supporters of the Nordic MenEngage Alliance, 
established in Stockholm in 2015, and the Global 
MenEngage Alliance. 

Boys´ House, Finland
Centre for Gender Equality, Iceland 
Dare Gender, Denmark
Men Engage Global Secretariat, USA
Men for Gender Equality, Sweden
Profeminist Men, Finland

Feel like signing up already? 
E-mail ole@reform.no

Organizers


